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BUSHFIRE AERIAL DETECTION FLEET — FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY 
Statement by Minister for Environment 

MR R.R. WHITBY (Baldivis — Minister for Environment) [9.07 am]: Today I would like to inform the house 
of the fiftieth anniversary of the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions’ bushfire aerial 
detection fleet, or as it is commonly known “the spotter fleet”. I was pleased to recently celebrate this milestone 
with Hon Stephen Dawson, Minister for Emergency Services, at Jandakot Airport. Early detection of bushfires is 
integral to minimising their spread and impact on the community and the environment. This is something that 
I clearly saw when I was the Minister for Emergency Services and it has been reinforced for me since I have 
become the Minister for Environment; Climate Action. 
Until 1972, fire managers of the forests department had been reliant on manned fire lookout towers for early 
detection of fires across the south west. However, as aviation technology became more accessible and affordable, 
they decided to take fire detection to the skies. The detection service began with a trial comprised of one hired 
Cessna 150 single-engine aeroplane assigned to aerial detection at Pemberton and the surrounding districts. Its 
success led to a second plane the following year and by 1975, the detection fleet had grown to nine planes. 
Today, managed by DBCA, the spotter fleet consists of 10 American Champion Scout aircraft flown by three 
full-time pilots and up to 14 seasonal pilots. The aircraft play an essential role in supporting on-ground fire 
management operations for both prescribed burning and bushfire suppression. They provide DBCA staff and 
contracted pilots with the ability to undertake bushfire detection, prescribed burn surveillance, aerial intelligence 
and air attack platform duties for many regions across the state. DBCA’s spotter fleet contributes to the broader 
Western Australian aerial fleet, managed jointly by DBCA and the Department of Fire and Emergency Services. 
The fleet also provides search-and-rescue support to the community and it is used in scientific work such as radio 
tracking for fauna projects. 
Since its inception, the fleet is estimated to have flown more than 200 000 hours and 7.5 million kilometres, which 
is equivalent to 10 return trips to the moon. The detection service has been particularly active this season, with 
10 aircraft operating at bushfires across the state from Esperance to Exmouth. 
Dr D.J. Honey interjected. 
Mr R.R. WHITBY: It should be, member, and back several times. 
I congratulate DBCA for continuing to provide this valuable community service, for supporting the critical work 
of frontline firefighters across the state and for the important task of safely conducting prescribed burns as we head 
into the autumn season. 
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